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A detailed study of the formation of b-FeSi2 films by ion-beam mixing of Fe/Si bilayers with noble

gas ions is presented. Fe films of 35–50 nm deposited on Si ~100! were irradiated with 80–700 keV

Ar, Kr, or Xe ions in a wide temperature interval, from room temperature to 600 °C. The structures

were analyzed by Rutherford backscattering spectroscopy, x-ray diffraction, conversion electron

Mössbauer spectroscopy, elastic recoil detection analysis, cross-section high resolution transmission

electron microscopy, and energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy. Already after Xe irradiation at

300 °C the whole Fe layer is transformed to a mixture of Fe3Si, «-FeSi, and b-FeSi2 phases. At

400–450 °C, a unique, layer by layer growth of b-FeSi2 starting from the surface was found. A full

transformation of 35 nm Fe on Si to a 105 nm b-FeSi2 layer was achieved by irradiation with 205

keV Xe to 231016 ions/cm2, at a temperature of 600 °C. The fully ion-beam grown layers exhibit

a pronounced surface roughness, but a sharp interface to Si. This structure is assigned to a growth

of b-FeSi2 grains in a local surrounding of interdiffused silicon. Rapid diffusion of silicon to the

surface was observed during all ion irradiations. Single-phase b-FeSi2 layers were also synthesized

by vacuum annealing for 2 h at 600 °C of 35 nm Fe/Si bilayers premixed with Xe at 450 °C. In this

case, the layers form with a smoother surface topography. It is concluded that ion-beam mixing can

be used successfully for growth of b-FeSi2 layers at moderate temperatures, either directly or

combined with postirradiation annealing. © 2001 American Institute of Physics.

@DOI: 10.1063/1.1405818#

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years there has been an increasing effort in the

development of new silicon-based optoelectronic materials

because of their possible implementation in integrated opto-

and micro-electronic devices.1 One such material is b-FeSi2,

a novel direct band gap semiconductor,2–4 with Eg

50.85– 0.87 eV, which matches the wavelength of 1.5 mm of

silica optical fibers, thus making it suitable for optoelectronic

communications. Furthermore, this material has other favor-

able characteristics, such as high photoabsorption and ther-

moelectric coefficients, good stability at high temperatures,

corrosion resistivity, and high abundance of its nontoxic con-

stituents Fe and Si. This opens new fields of wide

applications,4–6 e.g., for high efficiency solar cells, photode-

tectors, and thermoelectric devices.

In a solid-state reaction, iron and silicon can form vari-

ous solutions and compounds that have different allotropic

phases and can coexist. Therefore growth of a particular

phase requires special processing techniques. The low tem-

perature phases are Fe3Si and FeSi, the latter starting to grow

at 450–500 °C.7,8 Iron-disilicide forms in a cubic, metastable

g-FeSi2 phase, a stable orthorhombic b-FeSi2 phase, and at

temperatures above 930 °C in a stable tetragonal a-FeSi2
phase. Both a and g phases have metallic properties. The

semiconducting b-FeSi2 phase starts to nucleate from FeSi at

about 550 °C,7 but for complete growth of a b-FeSi2 layer

much higher temperatures are needed. Various techniques

have been investigated for the fabrication of b-FeSi2 layers,

such as solid phase epitaxy,7–9 codeposition of Fe and Si,9

molecular beam epitaxy,5,10 ion-beam synthesis,3,4 ion-beam

assisted deposition,11 or pulsed laser deposition.12 However,

all these processing methods require extended high tempera-

ture treatments, at 800–900 °C, for the formation and/or sta-

bilization of the b-FeSi2 structure. A lower growth tempera-a!Corresponding author; electronic mail: pschaaf@uni-goettingen.de
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ture of b-FeSi2 layers was achieved by using an interposed

Ni layer between Fe and Si in solid phase epitaxy,13 or by

reactive deposition epitaxy of very thin layers in ultrahigh

vacuum conditions.14 Synthesis of a, b, and g-FeSi2 precipi-

tates, at 320 °C, was reported in ion-beam induced epitaxial

crystallization ~IBIEC! of Si ~100!, preimplanted with

Fe.15,16 Ion-beam mixing of predeposited Fe layers on a Si

substrate appears to be another route to synthesize b-FeSi2
layers, where energetic ions can supply additional energy to

the matrix and reduce the temperature required for full

growth. In addition, the required irradiation fluence can be

significantly lower than that used for direct ion-beam synthe-

sis. So far, only a few studies of the formation of Fe-silicides

by ion-beam mixing have been reported,17–19 in which the

growth of b-FeSi2 was detected to set in already at tempera-

tures of 220–400 °C, although this phase was found in a

mixed structure with pure Fe and other Fe-silicides. Full for-

mation of b-FeSi2 layers by ion-beam mixing of Fe/Si struc-

tures has just recently been reported.20

In this article we present a detailed study of the possi-

bilities of applying ion-beam mixing with noble-gas ions to

achieve full growth of b-FeSi2 layers on Si at moderate tem-

peratures. We have investigated the influence of the main

parameters ~ion species, fluence, energy, target temperature,

and Fe film thickness! on the formation of the b-FeSi2 phase.

The Fe/Si bilayers were irradiated with Xe, Kr, and Ar ions

in a wide temperature range, from room temperature ~RT! to

600 °C. Complete characterization of the stoichiometry,

phases, and microstructure of the intermixed layers was car-

ried out. The results obtained are compared to those reported

for thermal growth of the b-FeSi2, and the particular influ-

ence of ion irradiation is discussed.

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Iron layers were deposited by electron-beam evaporation

on lightly doped n-type Si ~100! wafers at the TESLA facility

in the Vinča Institute.21 Before being mounted in the cham-

ber, the substrates were cleaned by a standard procedure, a

rinse in diluted HF and in deionized H2O. Prior to deposition

they were sputter cleaned with a high intensity 1.5 keV Ar

ion beam. The Fe layers were grown to a thickness of 35 and

50 nm, at a rate of 0.5 nm/s. The pressure in the chamber

during deposition was maintained at 131026 mbar.

Noble-gas ion irradiation and ion-beam analyses22 of the

samples were performed at the IONAS implanter in

Göttingen.23 We used Xe, Kr, and Ar ions to irradiate a series

of samples at temperatures ranging from RT to 600 °C. For

most implantations the energy was chosen to adjust the pro-

jected ion range Rp at about 20 nm behind the original Fe/Si

interface. These values are 250 and 350 keV for Xe, 175 and

250 keV for Kr, and 80 and 120 keV for Ar, for the 35 and 50

nm Fe/Si bilayers, respectively. To investigate the effect of

ion energy, an additional series of 35 nm Fe/Si samples was

irradiated with 150–700 keV Xe ions. A sample area of 131

cm2 was implanted homogeneously to fluences ranging from

531015 to 431016 ions/cm2 at a beam current of 2.5

mA/cm2. The target heater was designed to allow fast heating

and cooling of the targets, while additional heating induced

by the ion beam can be neglected at elevated temperatures.

The pressure in the implantation chamber was in the low

1027 mbar region. Isochronal postirradiation annealing of

selected samples was performed in a vacuum furnace at

600 °C at a pressure of 1026 mbar.

Rutherford backscattering spectroscopy ~RBS! was per-

formed with 900 keV He21 ions, using two Si surface barrier

detectors positioned at a scattering angle of 165°. Random

spectra were taken at near-normal incidence, and the experi-

mental data were analyzed with the RUMP
24 code. All

samples were analyzed by x-ray diffraction ~XRD!, at 5°

incidence, using Cu Ka emission. Phase analyses were also

performed at room temperature by conversion electron

Mössbauer spectroscopy ~CEMS! with a 57Co/Rh source and

constant acceleration drive, detecting the conversion elec-

trons emitted from the upper 150 nm of the sample.25 Isomer

shifts are given relative to a-Fe, which was also used for

velocity calibration. A least-squares fit routine by superim-

posing Lorentzian lines was used for the analysis of the

spectra.26 Selected samples were analyzed by elastic recoil

detection analysis ~ERDA!, using the time-of-flight equip-

ment at the Accelerator Laboratory of the University of Hel-

sinki and a 53 MeV 127I101 beam.27 Microstructrual charac-

terization was performed by high resolution cross-sectional

transmission electron microscopy ~TEM! and energy disper-

sive x-ray spectroscopy ~EDXS!.

III. RESULTS

A. Treatment of 50 nm FeÕSi bilayers

The results of RBS analyses of 50 nm Fe/Si samples,

irradiated with 350 keV Xe, 250 keV Kr, and 120 keV Ar

ions are shown in Fig. 1. Experimental spectra are presented

in the left column, and the deduced depth profiles of the

components are given in the right column. It can be seen that

in all irradiated samples the initially isolated Fe and Si layers

~a! become fully intermixed. The shape of the depth profiles

inferred that Fe-silicides are formed. In the sample implanted

with Xe, to 231016 ions/cm2 at 450 °C ~b!, the components

have uniform concentration profiles with the atomic ratio of

Fe/Si543~3!/57~3!. When the irradiation temperature is

raised to 550 °C we observe an increased diffusion of silicon

to the surface, which results in lowering and broadening of

the Fe depth profile, but also in a broader silicide/silicon

interface. In the sample implanted to 431016 Xe ions/cm2

~c!, the concentration ratio at the surface is Fe/Si537~3!/
63~3!, and towards the interface with the Si substrate the

ratio is Fe/Si533~3!/67~3!. Irradiation at the sample tem-

perature with 231016 Kr ions/cm2 ~d! yields a constant

atomic ratio of Fe/Si541~3!/59~3!, and with 431016 Ar

ions/cm2 ~e! the Fe/Si atomic ratio is nearly the same but

there is also more silicon diffused to the surface.

The results of XRD analyses are presented in Fig. 2. The

as-deposited sample ~a! shows only a broad peak of nonre-

acted iron. In the irradiated samples all elemental iron is

consumed by the growth of the stable FeSi and b-FeSi2
phases. The intensities of the diffraction peaks suggest that

these two phases have about equal fractions in the sample

implanted at 450 °C ~b!, while in those implanted at 550 °C

4475J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 90, No. 9, 1 November 2001 Milosavljević et al.
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the b-FeSi2 phase dominates. However, for the reflections at

2u between 45° to 46° and 49° to 50° there is an overlap of

signals, due to which it is difficult to distinguish between the

two phases in this region. As we are reaching the concentra-

tion ratio of Fe/Si'1/2, samples implanted at 550 °C to 2

31016 and 431016 Xe ions/cm2 @~c! and ~d!#, the most in-

tensive diffraction peaks are from ~220!/~202! and ~422!
b-FeSi2. Irradiation with Kr ~e! and Ar ~f! ions does not yield

as intense reflections from these b-FeSi2 planes.

The fractions of the Fe-silicide phases were determined

by CEMS analysis, which also confirmed that no nonreacted

elemental Fe remained in the irradiated samples. They con-

sist of the nonmagnetic phases «-FeSi and b-FeSi2, as shown

in Fig. 3. The spectra were fitted with two doublets corre-

sponding to the two nonequivalent Fe sites in b-FeSi2 having

the hyperfine parameters Fe-I: d50.09~2! mm/s, D50.54~2!
mm/s; Fe-II: d50.10~2! mm/s, D50.323~2! mm/s!, and an

additional doublet that corresponds to «-FeSi @d50.27~2! and

D50.49~2!#. No signs for texture effects could be observed

in the Mössbauer spectra. The given values coincide with

those reported in the literature,15,28–35 where Desimoni and

Sanchez gave a nice overview about the parameters.30 While

the hyperfine parameters of the «-FeSi phase have been

widely accepted,31–34 there was a discrepancy in those of the

b-FeSi2 phase. Only the work by Fanciulli, Weyer, and

coworkers28,29 solved the problem, cleverly employing epi-

taxial films and texture analyses, which were later confirmed

by measurements on single crystals.33 These experiments fi-

nally clarified the hyperfine parameters of the latter phase.

The values obtained in the present analyses coincide nicely

with this improved model for the b-FeSi2. Only the values

for the quadrupole splittings of the two subspectra of this

phase are slightly increased to 0.33~2! and 0.54~2! mm/s, still

FIG. 1. RBS spectra and the deduced depth profiles of 50 nm Fe/Si: ~a!
as-deposited and ~b!–~e! irradiated with 350 keV Xe, 250 keV Kr, and 120

keV Ar. The irradiation temperature and the ion fluence are indicated in the

figure.

FIG. 2. XRD analysis of 50 nm Fe/Si samples: ~a! as deposited and ~b!–~f!
samples irradiated with 350 keV Xe, 250 keV Kr, and 120 keV Ar.

FIG. 3. CEMS spectra and analysis of 50 nm Fe/Si samples irradiated with:

~a! 350 keV Xe, 231016 1/cm2, 450 °C; ~b! 350 keVXe, 431016 1/cm2,

550 °C; ~c!250 keV Kr, 231016 1/cm2, 550 °C; and ~d! 120 keV Ar, 4

31016 1/cm2, 550 °C.
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agreeing with the given values @0.315~8! mm/s and 0.525~8!
mm/s# of Fanciulli et al.28,29 within our error limits. This

slight increase might be due to stresses and the polycrystal-

linity ~nanocrystallinity! of the films in contrast to the epi-

taxial samples or single crystals measured in the above-

mentioned references. When trying to include some fraction

of a-FeSi2 into the analysis,32–35 the quality of the fits wors-

ened. Nevertheless, in these samples, some minor contribu-

tions ~,5%! of the latter cannot be excluded from the Möss-

bauer spectra alone. The fraction ratio of the two b-FeSi2
sites does not deviate from 1:1 within the experimental error

@always better than 1:1.08~9!#.
In the sample implanted at 450 °C with 231016 Xe

ions/cm2 ~a!, the phase concentration is 87~7!% FeSi and

13~7!% b-FeSi2. These phase fractions agree well with the

constant Fe/Si atomic ratio deduced by RBS analysis, sug-

gesting that the two phases might be distributed homoge-

neously throughout the silicide layer. The sample implanted

at 550 °C with 431016 Xe ions/cm2 ~b! consists of 46~2!%
FeSi and 54~2!% b-FeSi2. Here the depth profiles resolved

by RBS are not constant, meaning that the b-FeSi2 phase has

probably grown more towards the inner regions of the mixed

layer. A homogeneous phase distribution that matches the

Fe/Si atomic ratio deduced from RBS, of 48~3!% FeSi and

52~3!% b-FeSi2, is also observed in the sample implanted at

550 °C with 250 keV Kr to 231016 ions/cm2 @Fig. 3~c!#.
Irradiation with 120 keV Ar, to a higher fluence of 431016

ions/cm2 ~d!, yields fractions of 71~5!% FeSi and only

29~5!% of b-FeSi2. Considering the RBS profiles, it can be

concluded that in this case the silicide layer is enriched with

nonreacted Si, especially at the surface.

Because in the 50 nm Fe/Si layers we did not achieve

full growth of b-FeSi2, even at the relatively high Xe fluence

of 431016 ions/cm2, our further investigations focused on

35 nm Fe/Si samples.

B. Treatment of 35 nm FeÕSi bilayers

The initial energy for irradiation of 35 nm Fe/Si bilayers

was again chosen to adjust the projected ion range at about

20 nm behind the Fe/Si interface. Here we focused on the

influence of the processing parameters, mainly the target

temperature, ion mass, fluence, and energy on the growth of

the b-FeSi2 phase.

1. Target temperature

A series of depth profiles, deduced from RBS spectra, of

35 nm Fe/Si samples implanted with 250 keV Xe, at tem-

peratures from 300 to 600 °C, are illustrated in Fig. 4. The

analysis confirms that ion irradiation induces a progressed

Fe–Si intermixing and a solid state reaction of the compo-

nents when increasing the target temperature. In the sample

implanted at RT ~not shown in the figure!, the Fe and Si

signals exhibit nonuniform, diffusion-like, depth profiles of

the components within the intermixed region. Irradiation at

300 °C to 131016 Xe ions/cm2 ~b!, induces full intermixing

of the components, with Si moving to the surface, but the Fe

and Si concentration profiles do not yet show regions with a

constant Fe/Si atomic ratio. Ion implantation to the same

fluence at 400 °C ~c! results in homogeneous Fe and Si con-

centration profiles with the atomic ratio of Fe/Si544~3!/
56~3!, which is in good agreement with the phase fractions

measured by CEMS ~see Table I!. With increasing the ion

fluence at this temperature, to 231016 ions/cm2 ~d!, in the

surface region the atomic ratio is Fe/Si533~3!/67~3! and in

the inner parts of the silicide Fe/Si543~3!/57~3!. After irra-

diation with 231016 Xe ions/cm2 at 500 °C ~e! we are close

to the FeSi2 stoichiometry, and actually for the fluence of 2

31016 Xe ions/cm2 at 550 °C ~f! the measured atomic ratio

is Fe/Si533~3!/67~3!. At 600 °C uniform concentration pro-

files of Fe and Si are obtained at a lower Xe fluence, of 1

31016 ions/cm2 ~g!, with Fe/Si531~3!/69~3!. Increasing the

Xe fluence to 231016 ions/cm2 at 600 °C ~h! induces a fur-

ther diffusion of silicon, which reaches a concentration of up

to ;75 at. % at the surface. In Fig. 5 we present the depth

TABLE I. Fe-silicide phase fractions formed by irradiation of 35 nm Fe/Si

bilayers with 250 keV Xe, 175 keV Kr, and 80 keV Ar ions. Missing fraction

is corresponding to magnetic phases.

Temperature Fluence «-FeSi b-FeSi2

Ion ~°C! ~ions/cm2) ~%! ~%!

Xe 300 131016 35~4! 30~4!

Xe 400 131016 82~2! 18~2!

Xe 300 231016 53~4! 47~4!

Xe 450 231016 61~3! 39~3!

Xe 500 231016 29~3! 71~3!

Xe 550 131016 50~4! 50~4!

Xe 550 231016 13~3! 87~3!

Xe 600 131016 10~3! 90~3!

Xe 600 231016 8~4! 92~4!

Kr 550 131016 63~4! 37~4!

Kr 550 231016 29~3! 71~3!

Ar 550 231016 69~3! 31~3!

FIG. 4. RBS depth profiles of 35 nm Fe/Si samples: ~a! as-deposited and

~b!–~h! irradiated with 250 keV Xe ions at different temperatures and flu-

ences.
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profiles of Xe and of light elements for the latter sample,

deduced by the highly sensitive ERDA technique. The im-

planted Xe is distributed within the silicide, reaching a con-

centration of up to 2 at. %. In the surface region we observe

a contamination with up to 3 at. % of carbon and about 2

at. % of oxygen, which could not be determined by RBS. The

depth profiles of Fe and Si resemble those obtained by RBS

analysis. It should be noted that this sample has a portion of

nonreacted silicon at the surface, which could adsorb con-

taminants when exposed to air.

Assuming that b-FeSi2 layers are grown at 550–600 °C

and using the bulk density of this phase ~7.95

31022 atom/cm3! in the RBS simulations, the calculated ef-

fective thickness of the grown layers is 95–105 nm. The

combined interface and surface roughness deduced from

RBS is rather large, which can be assigned to surface rough-

ness, as will be seen from the TEM analysis. Hence the ef-

fective thickness was measured from the surface to the half-

height of the Fe distribution towards silicon. The RBS

spectra also reveal the XE profiles. They were compared

with the results of TRIM calculations,36 which give a pro-

jected range of Rp555 nm and a width of DRp531 nm @full

width at half maximum ~FWHM!#, for 250 keV Xe im-

planted in 35 nm Fe on Si. In the sample implanted at RT, the

maximum of the Xe distribution is positioned at 64~3! nm,

i.e., behind the Fe/Si interface and within the Si substrate.

The small difference compared to the TRIM results can be

assigned to surface sputtering of Fe. When the target tem-

perature is increased, the implanted Xe is distributed more

towards the surface and the Fe sputtering is substantially

lower, which is probably a consequence of a rapid change of

the local atomic density at the surface. After irradiation at

450 °C we still register a double-peaked Xe concentration

~see Fig. 13!, one peak located within the silicide and the

other at the silicide/silicon interface. At 500–600 °C the Xe

distribution has only a single maximum, located within the

silicide at a depth of 48~3! nm. In all irradiated samples the

total amount of Xe agrees with that of the implanted fluence.

The XRD spectra of samples implanted at 250 keV, with

231016 Xe ions/cm2 at 400–600 °C, are shown in Fig. 6. It

can be seen that all iron has reacted in the formation of

Fe-silicides. In samples implanted at 400 ~a! and 450 °C ~b!,
the dominating lines occur at 2u between 45° to 46° and 49°

to 50°, where the reflections from b-FeSi2 and FeSi overlap.

As the irradiation temperature is raised there is an increased

yield of the ~220!/~202! and ~422! b-FeSi2 reflections. After

irradiation at 500 °C the intensity of these reflections is

nearly equal. A characteristic change of preferred orientation

occurs between 500 ~c! and 550 °C ~d!, leading to an in-

creased yield of the ~220!/~202! b-FeSi2 reflections com-

pared to ~422!. The samples implanted at 550 and 600 °C ~e!

exhibit a similar XRD spectra. However, in both spectra we

still register small peaks in the angular regions where the

diffraction lines from b-FeSi2 and FeSi overlap.

The results of CEMS analyses of 35 nm Fe/Si irradiated

with Xe, Kr, and Ar ions are summarized in Table I. After ion

irradiation at RT ~data not given in the table! the sample

exhibits magnetic a-Fe and Fe3Si phases. The sample im-

planted at 300 °C contains 31~4!% of the remaining Fe3Si

magnetic phase and of the paramagnetic «-FeSi and b-FeSi2
phases. All other samples contain only the paramagnetic

phases. Already the irradiation at 300 °C produces a substan-

tial amount of b-FeSi2 whose fraction increases with the ir-

radiation temperature, but after irradiation at 600 °C we still

find 9~4!% of the monosilicide phase. Here the RBS and

ERDA profiles indicate a silicon-rich FeSi2 phase, and in the

XRD analysis the FeSi content is at the detection limit. The

fraction of the grown b-FeSi2 phase as a function of irradia-

tion temperature, for Xe fluence of 131016 ions/cm2, is

plotted in Fig. 7~a!. It exhibits three distinct regions: from RT

to 450 °C the b-FeSi2 fraction gradually increases due to

ion-beam mixing and tends to saturate at around 40%. From

450 to 500 °C the b-FeSi2 content rapidly increases to about

90%. This can be assigned to thermal activation in the

growth of FeSi and its rapid transformation to b-FeSi2. For

higher temperatures the b-FeSi2 phase fraction saturates to-

wards 100%.

FIG. 5. ERDA depth profiles of Xe and reactive gas elements, in a 35 nm

Fe/Si sample irradiated at 600 °C with 231016 Xe ions/cm2.

FIG. 6. XRD analysis of 35 nm Fe/Si samples implanted at 250 keV, with

231016 Xe ions/cm2, at 400–600 °C ~a!–~e!.
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2. Ion species

Using the data from Table I, for Ar, Kr, and Xe im-

planted to 231016 ions/cm2 at 550 °C, in Fig. 7~b! we have

plotted the relative fraction of the grown b-FeSi2 phase as a

function of the ion mass. The maximum damage energy FD ,

deposited within the silicide layer by Ar ~1.3 keV/nm!, Kr

~2.8 keV/nm!, and Xe ~4.0 keV/nm! is also indicated in the

figure. The less efficient formation of this phase with lighter

Ar and Kr ions can be assigned to a lower deposited energy,

as was also the case with 50 nm Fe/Si bilayers.

3. Ion energy

The analysis described so far proves that we are close to

a full growth of the b-FeSi2 phase by irradiation with Xe

ions at 550–600 °C, but there is still a small fraction of FeSi

even in the samples that have excess silicon compared to the

FeSi2 stoichiometry. We have therefore performed a set of

irradiations at 550 °C, to 131016 ions/cm2, with different

Xe energies. The component depth profiles, derived from the

RBS analysis of the samples implanted at 150, 250, 475, and

700 keV Xe, are shown in Fig. 8~a!. In all cases we found

complete intermixing, i.e., silicon diffusing to the surface,

though the components had different depth distributions. In

the sample implanted with 150 keV, the Fe and Si profiles are

not as homogeneous in the surface region as for 250 keV, and

Xe is distributed deeper into the silicon substrate, and, ac-

cordingly, the Fe profiles have longer distribution tails in the

silicon substrate. Via CEMS we determined the b-FeSi2 frac-

tion as a function of the irradiation energy, plotted in Fig.

8~b!. The curve shows an increased growth of b-FeSi2, with

a saturation around 60%. However, although we have a

higher yield of b-FeSi2, the deep Fe distribution tials were

not desirable, and the high implantation energies were not

used in further experiments.

4. Full growth of b-FeSi2

Complete growth of the b-FeSi2 phase by ion beam mix-

ing of 35 nm Fe/Si bilayers was achieved at a Xe ion energy

of 205 keV, a fluence of 231016 ions/cm2, and a target tem-

perature of 600 °C. The results of RBS and CEMS analyses

for this sample are summarized in Fig. 9. The concentration

ratio of the components corresponds to that of stoichiometric

FeSi2. The calculated effective thickness of the layer is

FIG. 7. Fraction of the grown b-FeSi2 phase in 35 nm Fe/Si as a function of:

~a! irradiation temperature for 250 keV Xe implated to 1

31016 Xe ions/cm2 and ~b! ion mass for 250 keV Xe, 175 keV Kr, and 80

keV Ar implated to 231016 Xe ions/cm2.

FIG. 8. RBS depth profiles ~a! for 35 nm Fe/Si implanted with 150, 250,

475, and 700 keV Xe to 131016 Xe ions/cm2 and ~b! fraction of the

b-FeSi2 phase grown in these samples.

FIG. 9. RBS ~a! and CEMS ~b! analyses of 35 nm Fe/Si sample, implanted

with 205 keV Xe, to 231016 ions/cm2 at 600 °C, indicating a full growth of

the b-FeSi2.
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105~3! nm, and we still have a broad interface and surface

roughness of 40~3! nm. The XRD analysis gives a spectrum

similar to those shown for samples irradiated to the same

fluence with 250 keV Xe at 550 and 600 °C. On the other

hand, the CEMS spectrum can be fitted well with the dou-

blets corresponding to a 100% pure b-FeSi2 phase. Hence

the full formation of this phase could be confirmed only by

the more sensitive CEMS analysis.

C. Microstructural analysis

Cross-sectional TEM analyses were carried out for

samples with partially or fully grown b-FeSi2. In Fig. 10 we

present the analysis of a 35 nm Fe/Si bilayer implanted at

400 °C with 250 keV Xe, to 231016 ions/cm2. The RBS

analysis of this sample showed a uniform depth distribution

of Fe and Si in the inner parts of the silicide and an increased

yield of silicon at the surface @see Fig. 4~d!#, while CEMS

indicated the presence of 38~4!% of b-FeSi2. The low-

magnification dark field micrograph, Fig. 10~a!, shows a

polycrystalline silicide layer, with a flat surface and a sharp

interface with the silicon substrate. The crystal grains form a

columnar structure, with the lateral size comparable to the

layer thickness ~;83 nm!. Closer analysis reveals that the

silicide has a double-layered structure. The top layer, which

is labeled as b-FeSi2 in regions where it can easily be dis-

tinguished from the bottom layer by diffraction contrast,

makes up approximately 20% of the total film thickness.

From high resolution TEM images and their Fourier trans-

forms as well as EDXS analysis it follows that this layer

consists of b-FeSi2. As an example, Figs. 10~b! and 10~c!
show a lattice image taken along the @334# zone axis of

b-FeSi2 and its Fourier transform, respectively. The Fourier

transform shows reflections corresponding to $220%, $313%,
and $133% planes of b-FeSi2. The diffraction data in some

cases show reflections that are forbidden in bulk b-FeSi2,

indicating a substantial amount of disorder in the top silicide.

The corresponding analysis of the bottom layer gives two

important results: crystallographic data are fully consistent

with FeSi, ~d! and ~e!, while EDX spectra yield Fe and Si

concentrations of about 45 and 54 at. %, respectively. These

data do not add up to 100% because of a small amount of Xe

in the film. Also, the EDXS scanned laterally, showed con-

stant Fe and Si concentrations within the bottom layer.

Hence we may conclude that the bottom layer consists of

Si-rich FeSi. The Si substrate preserves the single crystal

structure, but there is a large amount of radiation damage.

Note that the CEMS measurements probably overestimate

the content of the b-FeSi2 phase in this sample, which we

attribute to interdiffused Si within the FeSi phase.

FIG. 10. TEM analysis of 35 nm Fe/Si, implanted with 250 keV Xe, to 2

31016 Xe ions/cm2 at 400 °C: ~a! low-magnification dark field micrograph

showing the subdivision in a bottom and top silicide layer; ~b! lattice image

obtained in the top layer; ~c! Fourier transform of the top layer lattice image;

~d! lattice image obtained in the bottom layer; and ~e! Fourier transform of

the bottom layer lattice image, showing reflections corresponding to $001%,
$221%, and $210% planes of FeSi.

FIG. 11. TEM analysis of 35 nm Fe/Si, implanted with 250 keV Xe, to 2

31016 ions/cm2 at 600 °C; ~a! low-magnification birght field image show-

ing a b-FeSi2 layer on top of silicon; ~b! lattice image from a thin area of the

film; and ~c! Fourier transform of the lattice image.
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The TEM analysis of the sample implanted at 600 °C

with 205 keV Xe, to 231016 ions/cm2, is shown in Fig. 11.

In this case the silicide layer consists only of the polycrys-

talline b-FeSi2 phase, which is concluded from crystallo-

graphic data obtained from electron diffraction and from

Fourier transforms of the lattice images, Figs. 11~b! and

11~c!. The Fourier transform shows reflections corresponding

to ~200!, ~020!, ~220!, and ~2220! planes of b-FeSi2. In Fig.

11~a! it can be seen that the b-FeSi2 crystal grains are not

uniform in size and distribution. This micrograph, taken at

lower magnification reveals that the silicide/Si interface is

relatively sharp, but the surface of the silicide layer has a

rather rough topography. This reflects in a nonhomogeneous

silicide/silicon interface observed by RBS. The

~111!Si/~020!b-FeSi2 epitaxial crystallographic orientation

starts from the Si substrate and holds throughout the grown

grains. However, there are some differently oriented b-FeSi2
grains at the surface. The lateral dimensions of the crystal

grains range from 50 to 150 nm. Because of the shape and

size of the grains, here we can only consider an effective

thickness of the b-FeSi2 layer of ;105 nm, as obtained from

RBS. Residual radiation damage in silicon is lower than in

the sample shown previously. This results from a higher tar-

get temperature during irradiation, at which silicon from the

damaged zone is consumed in the Fe–Si reaction.

D. Growth of b-FeSi2 by additional annealing

Complete formation of b-FeSi2 was also achieved by

additional vacuum annealing of ion-mixed samples. In Figs.

12 and 13 we present the results of CEMS and RBS analyses

of a 35 nm Fe/Si sample irradiated with 250 keV Xe, to 2

31016 ions/cm2 at 450 °C, and consequently annealed for

111 h at 600 °C. The as-implanted sample contains 39~3!%
b-FeSi2 and 61~3!% FeSi, but transforms to pure b-FeSi2
after annealing for 2 h. After only 1 h of annealing there was

still a 8~3!% fraction of FeSi in the sample. This could not be

resolved in the RBS spectra, which were practically identical

after each of the two annealings and gave a Fe/Si ratio cor-

responding to FeSi2. In the surface region of the as-

implanted sample we observed the FeSi2 stoichiometry.

Similar to the sample irradiated at 400 °C, we presume that

here we have a b-FeSi2 nucleation front, which is more pro-

gressed at the irradiation temperature of 450 °C. By analogy,

the inner part of the silicide layer consists of a Si-rich FeSi

phase. The first hour of annealing induced additional Si dif-

fusion to achieve the FeSi2 stoichiometry, and the second

annealing enabled a full transformation from FeSi to

b-FeSi2. The effective thickness of the grown b-FeSi2 layer

is 105~3! nm, and the interface and surface width 24~3! nm,

much sharper compared to the samples where this phase was

grown by direct ion-beam mixing. In the as-implanted

sample, Xe has a double-peak distribution, with the first

maximum located at 42~3! nm and the second at 72~3! nm.

After annealing we observe a partial redistribution of the

implanted Xe. The first maximum remains at the same posi-

tion but with a slightly lower Xe concentration, and the sec-

ond maximum moves to the silicide/silicon interface, at

102~3! nm. The XRD analysis of the as-implanted sample is

seen from Fig. 6~b!. After the first annealing there is an in-

creased intensity of characteristic reflections from ~220!/
~202! and ~422! b-FeSi2, which are approximately equal in

height, and after the second annealing there is an increased

yield from ~220!/~202! compared to ~422! b-FeSi2, as in the

other cases when we are approach full growth of this phase.

IV. DISCUSSION

Studies of thermally induced solid-state reactions be-

tween thin Fe films and Si substrates indicated that b-FeSi2
grows in a two-step process, starting with the formation of

FeSi which then transforms to FeSi2.
8 Silicon is the diffusion

species in this system. This means that single-phase b-FeSi2
can be grown in a thin film reaction when there is a limited

supply of Fe and an unlimited supply of silicon. The

measured7,8 activation energies for the formation of FeSi are

1.67~15! eV on ~100! Si and 1.36~25! eV on ~111! Si, and

2.6~5! eV for b-FeSi2. As reported by Lau et al.,7 complete

transformation of ;100 nm Fe on Si into FeSi was achieved

by annealing for about 30 min at 500 °C; at 550 °C the

FIG. 12. CEMS analysis of: ~a! as-implanted 35 nm Fe/Si, with 250 keV

Xe, to 231016 Xe ions/cm2 at 450 °C; ~b! after 1 h annealing at 600 °C;

and ~c! after 111 h annealing at 600 °C.

FIG. 13. RBS analysis of as-implanted 35 nm Fe/Si, with 250 keV Xe, to

231016 Xe ions/cm2 at 450 °C, and after 1 h annealing at 600 °C.
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b-FeSi2 phase starts to nucleate. Radermacher et al.8

achieved full growth of FeSi by rapid thermal annealing, for

up to 60 s at 600 °C, while nucleation of b-FeSi2 was regis-

tered for processing temperatures above 675 °C. Formation

of FeSi is a diffusion-controlled process, and the silicide

grows layer by layer. The b-FeSi2 phase starts to nucleate at

isolated sites, such as grain boundaries in the FeSi layer or

stress-induced ‘‘weak’’ spots at the silicide/silicon

interface.37 This reaction, being nucleation-controlled, builds

up b-FeSi2 in the form of islands or columnar patches

throughout the FeSi layer. For this reason the RBS profiles

cannot distinguish between the two phases, but rather indi-

cate various stages of phase transformation, similar to that in

samples where growth of b-FeSi2 is not completed. In the

case of Fe ion implantation into Si at 300–350 °C, b-FeSi2
precipitates are formed under the extreme nonequilibrium

conditions, in a supersaturated silicon-rich environment.4,8

For low Fe fluences the first FeSi2 precipitates that nucleate

are g and a, while b-FeSi2 predominates when the Fe/Si

concentration ratio reaches the value of 1/2.38 A similar,

silicon-rich environment is present in IBIEC of Si preim-

planted with Fe. Here the a precipitates were found to be

understoichiometric, and both g and a were metastable with

respect to b-FeSi2, with increasing the Fe concentration, or

upon thermal annealing.15,16

In the experiments presented here the influence of both

thermal and ion irradiation effects is important. The effects

of ion irradiation are clearly seen at temperatures below

450 °C. Indeed, already after irradiation at 300 °C, a fully

intermixed matrix is formed which contains 31~4!% FeSi3,

35~4!% FeSi, and 34~4!% b-FeSi2. Note that a thermal treat-

ment would not yield the latter two phases. This difference is

assigned to the high density of defects introduced during

ion-beam bombardment, in collision cascades and thermal

spikes combined with radiation enhanced diffusion and

chemical driving forces, as described, e.g., by Bolse.39 The

nonequilibrium ballistic and thermal spike processes provide

sufficient local energy transfer for nucleation and growth of

b-FeSi2. The energy deposited in the intermixed region by

the impact ions is up to 4 keV/nm in the case of Xe. As

compared to only thermal treatments, in the dynamic process

of ion-beam mixing there are numerous atomic movements

and displacements, amorphization, and recrystallization tak-

ing place simultaneously. Therefore crystal grains, grain

boundaries, or nucleation sites cannot be considered the

same as in thermal diffusion. By analogy to ion-beam syn-

thesis, or IBIEC, a supersaturated Si-rich environment is ex-

pected to be located at the silicide/silicon interface, from

where the nucleation front of b-FeSi2 should be predomi-

nant. However, in 35 nm Fe/Si implanted with 2

31016 Xe ions/cm2 at 400 °C we have observed the growth

of b-FeSi2 grains starting from the surface. The inner part of

the silicide layer consists of the Si-rich FeSi phase. Hence,

contrary to random nucleation of b-FeSi2 from FeSi found in

thermal growth, ion-beam mixing induces a layer by layer

growth, with the nucleation front starting from the surface.

The supply of silicon for the reaction is provided by its rapid

diffusion from the substrate during ion irradiation. Also, con-

trary to ion-beam synthesis or IBIEC the Fe-silicidation pro-

cess is not taking place in a Si-rich environment, but rather

in a Fe-rich environment, with interdiffused silicon in the Fe

layer. With these conditions, we do not observe nucleation of

metastable g or a-FeSi2 precipitates, but formation of stable

FeSi and b-FeSi2 phases. Similar depth profiles of Fe and Si

were found in the sample implanted at 450 °C. A further

increase of the Xe fluence at 400–450 °C would probably

result in a more progressed nucleation front, i.e., in a higher

fraction of the grown b-FeSi2 phase. In the case of 50 nm

Fe/Si we did only a few irradiations at 450 °C, where the ion

fluence was probably too low to form a b-FeSi2 nucleation

front. More detailed work on ion-beam mixing in Fe/Si bi-

layers at lower temperatures is in progress.40

In the temperature range from 450 to 500 °C a strong

influence of thermal growth of FeSi is visible. The target

temperature is still not sufficient for purely thermal nucle-

ation of b-FeSi2, but additional energy is provided by the

implanted ions. A rather high b-FeSi2 fraction of 81~3!% is

achieved by irradiation of 35 nm Fe/Si with 250 keV Xe at

500 °C to the fluence of 231016 ions/cm2. Starting from this

temperature, the Xe distribution has a single maximum lo-

cated at about half-depth of the silicide layer, suggesting that

in the initial stage of irradiation there is rapid growth of

FeSi, and its sequential transformation to b-FeSi2.

At the target temperature of 550–600 °C thermal nucle-

ation of b-FeSi2 starts, though the reaction is strongly en-

hanced by ion irradiation. After irradiation of 35 nm Fe/Si

with 250 keV Xe to ~1 to 2!31016 ions/cm2 we reach a

component ratio that corresponds to FeSi2, but there still re-

mains a small FeSi fraction even in the samples in which the

silicon concentration is higher than needed for disilicide for-

mation. Single-phase growth of b-FeSi2 was achieved by re-

ducing the energy to 205 keV, i.e., by moving the maximum

of the Xe distribution closer to the critical region where the

remaining FeSi was located. This implies that, among the

other ion-beam effects, rearrangement of chemical bonds is

crucial to finalize the reaction. RBS and TEM analyses

proved a rather nonuniform structure of the grown b-FeSi2
layers, with a high degree of surface roughness. Such a struc-

ture can be assigned to the nonequilibrium nature of ion-

beam mixing, and also to the nature of nucleation and growth

of this phase. As described by Dimitriadis and Werner38 and

the references therein, in thermal treatments FeSi transforms

to b-FeSi2 in an exothermic reaction, and the growth of

b-FeSi2 can be explained by analogy to explosive crystalli-

zation. After spontaneous nucleation, the b-FeSi2 phase

grows rapidly, dissipating energy to the surrounding environ-

ment, which induces surface roughness. A further contribu-

tion for developing a rough topography comes from the

change in local density, the growing b-FeSi2 grains consum-

ing silicon from the surrounding region. For comparison,

from an Fe layer of thickness d the resulting b-FeSi2 layer

has a thickness of 3.23d , and consumes a thickness of 3.4

3d of silicon. In the samples irradiated at 550–600 °C we

could not determine a propagation of b-FeSi2 nucleation

front, but the samples exhibited an evident rapid diffusion of

silicon to the surface. We presume that in this case nucleation

of b-FeSi2 starts randomly, induced both by thermal and ion
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irradiation effects. In the surface region silicon is supplied

from the surrounding and is readily consumed by the grow-

ing b-FeSi2 grains. At the silicide/Si interface silicon is sup-

plied from the substrate. However, while there is an unlim-

ited resource of silicon from the substrate, its quantity at the

surface is limited. Consequently, the grown layer consists of

b-FeSi2 grains, which are nonuniform in size and shape, with

a relatively sharp interface towards the Si substrate and pro-

nounced surface roughness. Annealing of 35 nm Fe/Si

samples previously implanted at 450 °C with 250 keV Xe, to

231016 ions/cm2, yielded a smoother b-FeSi2 layer. Here,

after ion irradiation, we had a b-FeSi2 phase with a smooth

surface at the top, and a Si-rich FeSi towards the substrate.

Thermal treatment has enabled a supply of silicon from the

substrate and a gradual phase transformation in the inner

layer. Full transformation to the b-FeSi2 layer was achieved

at a moderate temperature of 600 °C. The role of premixing

could be in eliminating the effects of residual impurities at

the original Fe/Si interface, and hence allowing a direct in-

fluence of the Si substrate on the silicidation process.41

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this article, we presented a detailed study of the for-

mation of b-FeSi2 layers by ion-beam mixing of Fe/Si bilay-

ers with noble-gas ions. The primary objective was to opti-

mize the parameters in view to achieve growth of single-

phase b-FeSi2, to characterize the microstructure, and to

qualitatively understand the importance of thermal and ion-

induced energy deposition. It was demonstrated that ion-

beam mixing can be used successfully for low temperature

growth of b-FeSi2, either directly or combined with postirra-

diation annealing. As to the temperature dependence of the

process, we found that ion irradiation induces nucleation and

growth of this phase at 300–400 °C, significantly lower than

required even for the formation of the low temperature FeSi

phase. Especially in samples irradiated at 400–450 °C, a

layer-by-layer growth of b-FeSi2, starting from the surface,

was found. The impact ion induces a rapid diffusion of sili-

con to the surface and deposit sufficient energy to initiate

nucleation in this region. This growth mechanism is appar-

ently different from that in solid phase epitaxy, where

b-FeSi2 nucleates randomly in a FeSi matrix. At 500–600 °C

there is a significant contribution of thermally activated

growth of Fe-silicides. A full transformation of 35 nm Fe on

Si to a 105 nm b-FeSi2 layer was achieved by irradiation

with 205 keV Xe to 231016 ions/cm2, at 600 °C. The re-

quired temperature is substantially lower than that applied in

other methods of preparation. The grown layer consists of

epitaxial grains with a preferred (111)Si/(020)b-FeSi2 crys-

tallographic orientation. The grains are irregular in shape and

size, which reflects in a pronounced surface roughness. We

propose that this structure results from the growth of b-FeSi2
grains in a local surrounding of interdiffused silicon.

Smoother b-FeSi2 layers are obtained when post-annealing

previously intermixed Fe/Si at a moderate temperature of

600 °C.
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